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SITE SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS:

The Quest for a new
Identity
Text by Art historian and Art Critic,
Trine Ross

We tend to forget that our identity is negotiable
and is constantly being negotiated around and
inside us. But when we forget, the artworks of
Mille Kalsmose are here to remind us.
The ongoing project, All My Suicides, which has so far resulted in
both a Part One, Two and Three consists of Kalsmose's five
official name changes – from the name, ”Henriette Olesen”, she
was christened through several variations until she reached her
present name, ”Mille Kalsmose-Hjelmborg”, in 2008.
The name we are given by our parents reveals many aspects of our selves. Most
names are gender specific, but they often also reveal our nationality, age and
background. But names can be changed and maybe we can change with them.
Behind each new name taken by Kalsmose lies a wish for change and a will to take charge of her
own destiny – and identity.
All My Suicides consists of three parts. Part I has five, two meter high cylinder shaped lit columns
in plexiglass, which contains different name- and birth certificates all belonging
the artist herself. There is one column for each of the five name changes, which
Mille Kalsmose-Hjelmborg has taken during the laste 10 years. From her first
name Henriette Olesen, which she was born under in 1972, until her existing
name, which she took in 2008.
The Second part of the work is an installation of five lightning
headstones in plexiglass and LED light.
In All My Suicides - Part Three Kalsmose lies
her former identities to rest and unite all
headstones in One, and come together again.
Thereby reminding us, that even as we
change, evolve or just grow older, we still
carry some of our past as part of
the present, painful or joyous as
it may be. And only by facing
this fundamental fact we can
truly ... change.
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Official Birthand Name Certificates

About
Mille Kalsmose is a Danish visual artist, based in CPH. She works with creating
new models that allows her to investigate and understand the concept of
Identity in an experience-based, almost antropological way. She also works
with corporate identity expressing visually the value-creating potentials of
companies and institutions in site-specific works.She holds a Master from
UAB, Barcelona and attended SVA, New York.
Mille Kalsmose has been exhibited nationally in juried exhibitions Museum
and solo shows. Internationally she has exhibited in places such as Chelsea
Art Museum in New York and ITAMI, Museum for arts And Craft in Hygo and
been featured in publications and TV-shows.
Mille Kalsmose creates larger site specific commissions in public institutions
and private corporations working with both the physical and nonphysical/value-based potentials of a certain site/institution or corporation.
Kalsmose also takes part in think tanks, pilot projects and counseling institutions such as Københavns Kommune, Nordjyllands Amt, Ørestads Selskabet,
Atkins Rådgivende Ingenører & Dansk Design Center.

Changing Identity
in a
Postmodern World
Many people have a notion of loosing the natural and authentic reality. They
still operate within a modernistic vision of reality - a reality associated with
the natural and authentic. Mille Kalsmose doesn’t. She works with narratives
that intend to understand the new ideas of reality. A reality where there is no
longer one authentic and natural reality but a series of parallel, man made,
fluid dimensions – and according to Amelia Jones they are just as authentic
as nature.
These fluid realities affect the art world and there is an increasing tendency
to use narratives in contemporary art. A tendency that according to Mette
Gamst is a consequence of the breakdown of modernism.
She refers to the situation before postmodernism when we were surrounded
by a set of authorized narratives about the truth - be they about the
economy, the objective science, political ideologies, religion etc. Their
validity was more or less unquestioned because we assumed that things
would stay this way.
They have become unreliable and many of them are even proven wrong with
the consequence that the universal explanations of life are undermined.
The death of the master narratives, and thereby the possibility to understand
oneself through something given outside ourselves, results in insecurity and
uncertainty with regard to the question – who am I? The individual is forced
to find meaning in, and for, itself.
With the death of the universal narratives we see a turning towards the
ultimate and personal sphere, with the micro narratives from the everyday
life as new entrance to reality.
When there is no real place to go and there is nothing real to turn to, there is
an opportunity to go everywhere. So the real question in these times is how
to go there.
And that is what Kalsmose is showing us. When there is no longer one truth
about who you are, then you have a strong influence on how you are.
The intimate space is made public and Kalsmose uses her surroundings to
decipher reality through what is common in the everyday life of the artists.

New Concepts
of
Individual Identity
By Professor, Dr. Phil., Ole Fogh Kirkeby
Director of Center of Art & Leadership, Copenhagen Business School

We live in a culture of stereotypes as ready-mades through film and TV like the
classical narration and myth about e.g. the concept of identity. That is what
Kalsmose does; she uses the culturally created narratives such as the concept
of identity as ready-mades. She scans, deconstructs and reconstructs the
cultural image and her experience of identity and so her work becomes an
elaboration on the concept of identity itself.
She works directly with the conventions around the perception of identity as a
coherent solid and stable thing and the traditional view on identity as a condition instead of a process – she points at identity as a process as something
fluid and non-fixed.
By using her body in her art, transforming and exposing herself within new
identities Mille Kalsmose finds ways to deal with the mediated and complex
conditions of our time.
Her work becomes truly interesting and authentic when we recognize her
personal identity behind the work and connects us to the self biographical
aspect - the narrative she produces about herself as representatives of other
selves in our times.
So what is really at stake with the works of Mille Kalsmose is a complex reality
from another angle where she not only makes visible the features of our time,
but also offers new models of possible realities, with multiple identities.

The artist Mille Kalsmose is making art on the borders between the traditional
genres and traditional concept of art on the one side, and art as a genuine part of
our lived lives, on the other.
It is possible to understand art as a form of practise and knowledge which in its own
important way contributes to the reinforcement of our social and historical
consciousness, and hence to the creation of new outlets to conceptions of the self
and the other person which are urgent at all levels of our reality, not at least what
concerns working life.
Now, more than ever, man is an enigma to himself. Our capacities to create, shape,
construct, and design, increases day by day. But the more we try to find ourselves in
this growing realm of possibilities, in this vortex of viruality, the more we seem to
loose ourselves. Caught in this tension the old values and the great narratives are
not sufficient.
Science, technology, nor entrepreneurship, are not able to yield a basic guidance
here. Only beauty does. Beauty unites all the contradictions in that which we fear at
most, the indefinable. That is why art is of such crucial importance to us now. It is the
only practise which is able to cope with the indefinable.
This is exactly what Mille Kalsmose does through her art: She creates new connections between the individual world of experience, and the social reality permanently
changing.
Here we exist in a constant tension between loosing our identity through the innumerable social relations and networks in which we are constantly being absorbed,
and the need to confront this process of demolition through the permanent reshaping of our own identity.
It is crucial that this reshaping must not be an excluding process negatively directed
towards the other person, but in stead must be able to receive him in his unique
existence.
Thus new concepts of individual identity must be developed leading to binding
social relations, and this is the task which Mille Kalsmose undertakes through her art.
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